
Email #1
-------------
Subject:  The Fastest, Easiest Way to Learn How to Make Soap

Hey {!firstname_fix},

There are just some things that you have to see in order to fully
grasp the concept.  That’s the way soap making is for a lot of
beginners…

…It’s not until they actually SEE the process of how to make soap
that they understand how to do it themselves.

Unfortunately, unless you are in an area where soap making classes
are taught (and you have the $$$ it usually costs to take a class)
then you’re probably going to end up learning how to make soap from
a book.

But what if you could have the benefits of a soap making class…

…In the comfort of your own home…

…Without the expense of in-home classes?

That’s exactly what you get with the Soap Making Fun:  How to Make
Soap Video Course.

In it, you will be taken through the entire process of how to make
soap the way the professionals do.

This means that you’ll be able to go from never having made soap to
making high-end, boutique quality soap overnight!

And you’ll do so without the weeks of trial and error (and wasted
ingredients) that most beginners go through!

Click Here to Get Your Copy Today!
===>[Your Affiliate Link]

The Soap Making Fun:  How to Make Soap Video Course comes with:

*The How to Make Soap Video 
Learn how to make soap like a professional, from a professional. 
This video course will not only take you step-by-step through how
to make soap on your own, but it will answer the biggest questions
you have about how to make soap the right way!

* The Cold Process Starter Manual
This manual is a quick start guide for cold process soap making. 
Developed with the help of those who have already purchased the
video, this manual acts as an extra tool to help you learn faster.

* Bonus 1: The Alec Whitehouse Interview!   
This is a nearly 20 minute interview with Alec Whitehouse of
One-Der Bar, the master soapmaker teaching in the "Soap Making Fun: Your Visual
Guide to the Cold Process".

* Bonus 2:  The Custom Scents Guide!   
Easily make custom scent blends that make your soaps as unique as
you are!  No more guessing or wondering how much scent to add and which oils 
blend to make the blend the best.

* Bonus 3:  The Cold Process Troubleshooting Guide!   
Never needlessly waste a batch again. On the off chance that
Something does go wrong, reference this handy guide and you'll know exactly
what to do to avoid that problem. And find out if your batch can be
salvaged or not! And reference the handy dandy saponification guide
in the back! No more wondering if you have the right mixture. All
the information you need to get your batch right every time!

It is available for download here:
===>[Your Affiliate Link]


If you have ever wanted to learn how to make soap, or if you’ve
tried to make soap on your own but just can’t seem to get things
right – then this course is exactly what you need.

Soon, you will be getting compliments from all of your family and
friends on all of the great soap that you make.

But it all starts with the right learning materials!  Click the
link below to get your copy of the Soap Making Fun:  How to Make
Soap Video Course Today!
===>[Your Affiliate Link]

[Your Name]
[Your Affiliate Link]

P.S.  Soap Making Fun:  How to Make Soap Video Course comes with a
60-Day Money Back Guarantee.  Test the course out.  If you don’t
agree that it is the easiest way to learn how to make soap, you can
get your money back!

===>[Your Affiliate Link]




Email #2
-------------
Subject:  How Anyone Can Become a “Master Soap Maker”

Hey {!firstname_fix},

I recently had a chance to talk to Jon “~J” Martin from
SoapMakingFun.com about his “how to make soap” video course. 
Here’s what he had to say:

“I love hearing from people who used my video to learn to make soap.

Some have even gone on to start their own businesses!

Many of the video owners have told me that with the video...

 **Everything Just Seemed to Click**
 
Some have remarked that by watching the video, they were able to
see where they had been going wrong before.  

Others who had never tried to make soap before were able to do it
right on their very first try!

There’s a huge difference between reading about how to make soap
and actually watching the process in action.  Plus, with the video
you get the advantage of being able to rewind and fast forward
whenever you need to.”

Click Here to Start Making Your Own Soap Today!
 --> [Your Affiliate Link]


******
The Soap Making Fun:  How to Make Soap Video Course has worked for
hundreds of aspiring soap makers…

…And It WILL Work for You, Too!
 
If you are new to soap making or have had trouble with
it in the past, I want everything to "click" for you, too. 

Join those on the fast track to soap making success!

All you have to do is click the link below and download 
your video and bonus materials.  
 
Click Here to Start Making Your Own Soap Today!
 --> [Your Affiliate Link]


[Your Name]

P.S.  Don’t forget that the Soap Making Fun: How to Make Soap Video
Course also includes 4 bonuses if you get it now.

* Bonus 1: The Alec Whitehouse Interview! This is a nearly 20
minute interview with Alec Whitehouse of One-Der Bar, the master
soapmaker teaching in the "Soap Making Fun: Your Visual Guide to
the Cold Process".

* Bonus 2: The Cold Process Starter Manual! This manual is a quick
start guide for cold process soap making. Developed with the help
of those who have already purchased the video, this manual acts as
an extra tool to help you learn faster.

* Bonus 3:  The Custom Scents Guide! Easily make custom scent
blends that make your soaps as unique as you are! No more guessing
or wondering how much scent to add and which oils blend to make the
blend the best.

* Bonus 4:  The Cold Process Troubleshooting Guide! Never
needlessly waste a batch again. On the off chance that something
does go wrong, reference this handy guide and you'll know exactly
what to do to avoid that problem. And find out if your batch can be
salvaged or not! And reference the handy dandy saponification guide
in the back! No more wondering if you have the right mixture. All
the information you need to get your batch right every time!

Click Here to Start Making Your Own Soap Today!
 --> [Your Affiliate Link]



Email #3
-------------
Subject:  This How to Avoid the Mistakes Nearly All Beginners Make…

Hey {!firstname_fix},

It’s inevitable – people are going to make mistakes.

This is especially true of most beginners who to try to make their own
soap.

While soap making isn’t hard, it does have a lot of steps…

…Steps that can easily trip up newbies.

The best way to avoid the mistakes that most beginners make is to
have an instructor that knows what those mistakes are…

…And knows how to show you the tricks on avoiding them.

That’s exactly what you get with Soap Making Fun: How to Make Soap
Video Course!

The step-by-step instruction is taught by a soap making veteran who
has only botched ONE batch in a decade of making soap!

Not only that, but prior to creating the course the owner polled
over 600 soap making newbies to get their hottest questions on soap
making…

…To make sure that you would have all of the answers you need in
order to make soap right the first time!

The Soap Making Fun:  How to Make Soap Video Course comes with:

The Soap Making Fun:  How to Make Soap Video Course comes with:

*The How to Make Soap Video 
Learn how to make soap like a professional, from a professional. 
This video course will not only take you step-by-step through how
to make soap on your own, but it will answer the biggest questions
you have about how to make soap the right way!

* The Cold Process Starter Manual
This manual is a quick start guide for cold process soap making. 
Developed with the help of those who have already purchased the
video, this manual acts as an extra tool to help you learn faster.

* Bonus 1: The Alec Whitehouse Interview!   
This is a nearly 20 minute interview with Alec Whitehouse of
One-Der Bar, the master soapmaker teaching in the "Soap Making Fun: Your Visual
Guide to the Cold Process".

* Bonus 2:  The Custom Scents Guide!   
Easily make custom scent blends that make your soaps as unique as
you are!  No more guessing or wondering how much scent to add and which oils 
blend to make the blend the best.

* Bonus 3:  The Cold Process Troubleshooting Guide!   
Never needlessly waste a batch again. On the off chance that
Something does go wrong, reference this handy guide and you'll know exactly
what to do to avoid that problem. And find out if your batch can be
salvaged or not! And reference the handy dandy saponification guide
in the back! No more wondering if you have the right mixture. All
the information you need to get your batch right every time!

It is available for download here:
===>[Your Affiliate Link]

If you have ever wanted to learn how to make soap, or if you’ve
tried to make soap on your own but just can’t seem to get things
right – then this course is exactly what you need.

Soon, you will be getting compliments from all of your family and
friends on all of the great soap that you make.

But it all starts with the right learning materials!  

Click the link below to get your copy of the Soap Making Fun:  How to Make
Soap Video Course Today!
===>[Your Affiliate Link]

[Your Name]
[Your Affiliate Link]

P.S.  Failing a batch of soap is expensive in both time and money. 
You owe it to yourself to learn how to make soap the right way so
that it comes out perfectly every time.

Click Here to Start Discover How to Make Soap Like the Pros Today!
 --> [Your Affiliate Link]


